Multimodality treatment paradigms for renal cell carcinoma: surgery versus targeted agents.
For decades, advanced renal cancer was almost resistant to systemic therapy. Only a few patients with metastatic disease derived clinical benefit from immunotherapy after nephrectomy. Recent advances in understanding the molecular biology of advanced and metastatic renal cancer led to the development of several targeted agents that showed impressive anti-tumor efficacy and prolongation of progression-free survival. The integration of these drugs into clinical practice did not only revolutionize the management of renal cancer, but also created controversy about the necessity, patient selection for and timing of the extirpation of the primary tumor, as well as metastasectomy. Data from ongoing preclinical investigations, including basic science and translational research, are presented and carried forward into multimodal considerations to optimize clinical efficacy of concomitant surgical treatments in the era of targeted agents. In addition to these analyses, this article highlights available clinical data regarding the disputable importance of surgical treatment approaches and explores the need of multimodality treatment paradigms within interdisciplinary decision making.